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Abstract: This paper reports a reconstruction method to determine a 3-D space curve
from the distributed strain by using the parallel transport frame. Parallel transport frame
can efficiently eliminate the singularities and discontinuous point which appear in another
existing commonly used reconstruction method Frenet Frame and thus improve the accuracy
and stability of the shape sensing. To validate this method, a simulation method based on
the rotation minimizing frame is proposed and used. It provides a general procedure to
numerically obtain the strain distribution with a certain configuration of the shape sensor
and spatial shape. Some typical space curves whose space position is analytically given
are reconstructed by two reconstruction methods and the results are compared. The error
sources of the reconstruction method are also analyzed.

Index Terms: Fiber optics systems, sensors.

1. Introduction
Three-Dimensional shape sensing is essential in a wide range of applications including soft robotics,
medical needle bending deflection measurement and human body monitoring [1]–[3]. Fiber optics
technique is especially considered as a promising candidate and high-efficient technique for shape
sensing in these areas. Various approaches and shape sensors based on the fiber optics have
been proposed in recent years. The multi-core optical fibers and substrate-attaching-fibers are two
main forms of the fiber shape sensor [4], [5]. The strain along the fiber is interrogated by OFDR or
WDM system according to different sensing principles, FBG arrays or Rayleigh scatter [6]–[8]. The
fiber shape can then be reconstructed according to different theories, which depend on the certain
application: linear cantilever beam theory for biopsy needles [9] or Frenet Frame for endoscopes and
other flexible instruments [10]–[12]. For all these applications, a reconstruction algorithm directly
affects the accuracy and stability of the shape sensing. For a flexible structure, Frenet Frame is the
mostly used reconstruction method. However, Frenet Frame suffers singularities when the curve
changes direction [13] and is discontinuous when a local line exists. The Frenet Frame before and
after the zero-curvature position can be entirely different, so it’s hard to define a unique continuous
Frenet Frame over the whole curve [14]. This problem limits improvement of the accuracy and leads
to the failure of the reconstruction.
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In this paper, the Parallel transport frame is introduced and used to reconstruct the shape of the
fiber shape sensor for the first time. We compared the Parallel-transport frame and Frenet Frame
and demonstrated how to avoid the bad influence caused by the singularities and local line. Besides,
a mathematical tool called rotation minimizing frame (RMF) is also introduced and developed as a
method to simulate the distributed strain along the fiber. This method provides a general procedure
to numerically obtain the strain distribution with a certain configuration of the shape sensor and
spatial shape. It helps us to analyze the reconstruction algorithm without the influence of other
errors. The reconstruction result is then evaluated by the deviation between the input shape and
the reconstructed shape. Furthermore, with the help of this proposed simulation method, we can
investigate the influence of some parameters to the reconstruction conveniently such as the shape
which will be constructed, the number of sampled strain along the fiber, or the configuration of the
fiber shape sensor. So it can be used as a tool to guide the design of the shape sensor. Three groups
of simulation are implemented to make a further demonstration of the reconstruction method. The
simulation results show that the Parallel transport frame is more accurate and stable than Frenet
Frame when the curve has singularities and local line segment especially at the situation that the
sampled strain points are less.

Although the Parallel transport frame and RMF are mathematical methods and are mainly ap-
plied in the computer graphics, to our best knowledge, they have not been applied on the fiber
shape sensing so far. Next we will demonstrate them in detail. Section 2 compares two recon-
struction methods (Frenet and Parallel transport frame) mathematically. Section 3 describes the
curve reconstruction process using the Parallel-transport frame from the strain fields. Section 4
describes the method which is developed from the RMF to simulate strain on the fiber. A few typical
fiber shapes (cylindrical spiral, curve with local line, sinusoidal curve) are reconstructed and the
reconstruction errors of the two methods are analyzed.

2. Parallel-Transport Curve Framing
The Parallel transport frame (Parallel Frame) was first proposed by Bishop in 1975 [15]. A curve
which is 2-times continuously differentiable in three-dimensional space can be represented as

−→p (s) = x(s)�i + y(s)�j + z(s)�k, (1)

where s represents the length along the curve. The Parallel Frame is composed of a tangent vector
and two normal vectors at each point along the curve. The tangent unit vector

−→
T (s) is defined as

−→
T (s) = d �p (s)

ds
= x ′(s)�i + y ′(s)�j + z′(s)�k√

(x ′(s))2 + (y ′(s))2 + (z′(s))2
. (2)

Two normal unit vectors
−→
N 1(s) and

−→
N 2(s) are two vectors perpendicular to

−→
T (s) in the normal

plane.
−→
T (s),

−→
N 1(s) and

−→
N 2(s) obey the differential Equation (3) [15]. According to the theory of

⎡
⎢⎣

−→
T ′
−→
N ′

1−→
N ′

2

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎣

0 κ1 κ2

−κ1 0 0
−κ2 0 0

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

−→
T−→

N 1−→
N 2

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

differential geometry, the direction of vector
−→
T ′ (s) is the bending direction of the space curve. The

curvature κ(s) is defined by

κ(s) =
∣∣∣−→T ′ (s)

∣∣∣ . (4)

According to Equations (3) and (4) we can get

κ(s) =
√

(κ1(s))2 + (κ2(s))2
. (5)
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Fig. 1. The geometry relationship between the Frenet Frame and the Parallel Frame.

κ1(s) and κ2(s) are two components of κ(s) in the direction of
−→
N 1(s) and

−→
N 2(s).

θ(s) = arctan
(
κ2(s)
κ1(s)

)
(6)

is the angle between the bending direction
−→
T ′ (s) and

−→
N 1(s).

We compare the Parallel Frame with another existing commonly used reconstruction method
called Frenet Frame. The Frenet Frame of a curve is defined by tangent vector

−→
T , normal vector−→

N , and binormal vector
−→
B at each point of the curve. And they have a relationship as Equation (7).

⎡
⎢⎣

−→
T ′
−→
N ′
−→
B ′

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎣

0 κ 0
−κ 0 τ

0 −τ 0

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

−→
T−→
N−→
B

⎤
⎥⎦ (7)

κ(s) and τ(s) are the curvature and torsion of the curve. They are respectively defined as

κ =

∣∣∣−→p ′ × −→
p ′′

∣∣∣
∣∣∣−→p ′

∣∣∣
3

and τ = (
−→
p ′ × −→

p ′′) · −→
p ′′′

∣∣∣−→p ′ × −→
p ′′

∣∣∣
2
. (8)

Fig. 1 shows the geometry and the parameter relationship between the Frenet Frame and the
Parallel Frame.

Frenet Frame requires that the curve is 3-times continuously differentiable [15]. When there is

a singularity or a segment of the local line where
−→
p ′′(s) = 0 or

−→
Ti = −−→

Ti+1, then there is no locally-
determinable coordinate frame component in the plane normal to

−→
Ti [16]. In contrast, the Parallel

Frame just requires the curve 2-times continuously differentiable. What’s more,
−→
N 1(s) and

−→
N 2(s)

depend only on
−→
T (s) and not each other [15].

−→
N 1(s) and

−→
N 2(s) vary smoothly throughout the path

regardless of the curve therefore the curve can be defined continuously [16].

3. Curve Reconstruction
3.1 Curve Reconstruction

Here we use the shape sensor with a configuration of three fibers symmetrically distributed outside
the center line to demonstrate the process of the shape reconstruction by Parallel Frame. Fig. 2
describes the cross-sectional layout of a typical symmetric tri-core fiber which was same with the
configuration described in reference [10]. The local coordinate system in each cross section is xyz.
θi is the angular offset from the i-th fiber core to the local x axis. θb is the angular offset from the
fiber bending direction to the local x-axis. di is the vertical distance from the i-th outer fiber core to
the neutral axis. r i is the distance from the i-th outer fiber core to the center of the sensor. A general
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Fig. 2. Typical symmetric tri-core geometry and parameters for determining strain due to bending.

Fig. 3. (a) The fiber shape sensor in the laboratory coordinate system XYZ. (b) The cross side from the
perspective A. The sensor consists of three outer cores.

expression for strain in a given core due to bending is

εi = −κr i cos (θb − θi ) (9)

For the particular case of a symmetrical core distribution, e.g., symmetrically arranged tri-core
fiber, in which cores are equally separated by a 2π/3 angular offset at the same radial distance from
the fiber center, the strain is translated to the curvature through Equation (10).

κx = κ cos θb = −2
3

3∑
i=1

εi

r i
cos θi

κy = κ sin θb = −2
3

3∑
i=1

εi

r i
sin θi (10)

κx is the curvature component in the x direction and κy is the curvature component in the y direc-
tion. After interpolation to κx and κy along the fiber, we can get the discrete coefficient κ1(sj) and

κ2(sj) in the Equation (3). Then Equation (3) can be solved and
−→
T is obtained. The deviation of

Equation (10) is described in detail in the Appendix.
On the contrary, the bending angle θb has to be derivated to calculate torsion τ(s) when using

Frenet Frame as demonstrated in reference [10]. The solving may fail when there is a singularity or
the line.

3.2 Initial Value of the Frame

As shown in Fig. 3, we set up the laboratory coordinate system XYZ and fiber local coordinate
system xyz. The position of the fiber with blue color in the laboratory coordinate system is shown
in Fig. 3(a) and the cross side from side A is shown in Fig. 3(b). ψ is the angular offset between
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the axis Y, Z in the laboratory coordinate and x, y in the local coordinate system at the initial cross
section. The initial value of

−→
N 1(s) and

−→
N 2(s) can be chosen arbitrarily in the local coordinate xyz. We

can make them coincide with x and y respectively. Therefore, in the laboratory coordinate system,
the initial value of

−→
N 1(s) and

−→
N 2(s) are respectively
−→
N 10 = [0 sin ψcos ψ] ,

−→
N 20 =

[
0 sin

(
ψ+ π

2

)
cos

(
ψ+ π

2

)]
. (11)

For the simplicity in computation, the initial direction of the fiber is along the X axis in the laboratory
coordinate system so

−→
T0 is (1 0 0). Then three initial values

−→
T0 ,

−→
N 10,

−→
N 20 and curvatures κ1(sj),

κ2(sj) along the fiber are substituted into Equation (3).
−→
T can be obtained by solving Equation (3).

The whole fiber position vectors can be calculated by

−→p (s) =
∫ −→

T (s)ds + −→p 0, (12)

where −→p 0 is the position vector of the start point of the fiber in the laboratory coordinate. Here in
Fig. 3(b), −→p 0 is (0 0 0).

4. Simulation
The strain along the fiber is numerically obtained through a simulation algorithm called rotation
minimizing frame (RMF) which is usually used in computer graphics to model e.g., snakes in a
natural way [17]. Here, we use it to construct the fiber shape sensor and obtain the strain along
the fiber when bending. The strain can be numerically obtained with a high density. After getting
the strain, we sample those strain with a practical sampling spatial interval. Then, the strain is input
to the reconstruction algorithm to reconstruct the shape. Through this method we can avoid the
influence of error source such as temperature fluctuation and inaccuracy of the sensor assembly
and only validate the effect of the reconstruction method. What’s more, this method provides a
general procedure to numerically simulate and obtain the accurate strain with a curve of the certain
shape. By using the RMF, we can change many parameters such as the sample spatial interval,
the reconstructed shape, and the configuration of the fiber shape sensor. Next, we will describe our
method with two parts. One is fiber distributed strain simulation algorithm RMF and the other one
is the fiber shape reconstruction with some different typical curves. Each reconstruction result is
evaluated by the deviation from ideal position using Euclidean distance ‖�p 0(s) − �p (s)‖ at the same
position along the shape sensor. �p 0(s) is the position vector of the center line of the sensor given
by the certain parameter equation. �p (s) is the position vector of the reconstructed center line of the
sensor.

4.1 Fiber Distributed Strain Simulation

For the spatially continuous differentiable curve �R (u) = X (u)�i + Y(u)�j + Z (u)�k, where u repre-
sents the length along the curve in 3-D space. The local coordinate system is represented as
(�r (u),�s(u),�t(u)), �t(u) and �r (u) are the unit tangent vector and the unit direction vector of the curve
respectively. �s(u) is defined as �s(u) = �t(u) × �r (u). (�r (u),�s(u),�t(u)) is called the minimum rotation frame
(RMF) of a curve. The solving process of the distributed strain along fiber consists of the following
three steps.

Step 1. Calculate the RMF of the center line: For a given space curve �R (u) with a certain parameter
equation, the unit tangent vector �ti (u) along the curve can be solved according to

�ti (u) =
−→
R ′

i (u)∥∥∥−→
R ′

i (u)
∥∥∥

= X ′(u)�i + Y ′(u)�j + Z ′(u)�k√
(X ′(u))2 + (Y ′(u))2 + (Z ′(u))2

. (13)
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Fig. 4. The graph of RMF in a curve. Two adjacent points are plotted.

The initial value of �r (u) is given as −→r 0 . It can be chosen arbitrarily and the direction of �r (u) can be
used as the direction from the center line to one of the outer fiber cores according to the configuration
of the fiber shape sensor on the cross section. Considering the two adjacent sampled points �R i and
�R i+1 on the fiber as shown in Fig. 4, we will demonstrate how to get (�r i+1(u),�si+1(u),�ti+1(u)) at �R i+1

through the (�r i (u),�si (u),�ti (u)) at the last point �R i . �R i , �R i+1, �ti and �ti+1 can be calculated according
to the given parameter equation of the curve and the Equation (13). Using the Rodrigue’ Rotation
Matrix [18], we rotate �r i around the vector �bi which defined as �bi = �ti ×�ti+1 and get �r i+1. The rotation
angle is θ = arccos (�ti · �ti+1). Repeat the above process to each position on the curve and obtain
the (�r (u),�s(u),�t(u)) at all the points on the fiber.

Step 2. Placing outer fibers: After step 1, the RMF along the center line of the shape sensor
is obtained and �r (u) is known at each position. We take the input curve �R (u) as the center line
vector of the shape sensor representing as

−→
R [c](u). The position vector of the first outer fiber core

is represented as
−→
R [1](u) and calculated by moving every points in the center line in the direction

�r (u) with a specified distance D. D is the distance from the outer fiber to the center line. For the
other outer cores, we rotate �r (u) around �t(u) by 120◦ and get �r 120(u), then move every points in the
center line in the direction �r 120(u) with distance D and get the second fiber position vector

−→
R [2](u).

Similarly, rotate every point of �r (u) around �t(u) by 240◦ and get �r 240(u), then move every points in the
center line in the direction �r 240(u) with distance D and get the third outer fiber core position vector−→
R [3](u).

Step 3. Strain simulation: In practice, the length of the center core doesn’t change when the shape
of the sensor changes if the common-mode force such as axis stress is not been considered. While
the outer core fiber deviating from the neutral axis will change its length when the shape of sensor
changes. As for the outer core fiber, in each segment, the strain can be calculated by its physical
definition, i.e., the relative change. So the strain of the segment between the j-th and (j + 1)-th
points on the m-th outer fiber is presented as

εmj = �ljm −�ljc
�ljc

=
∥∥�R [m ](h (j + 1)) − �R [m ](hj)

∥∥ − ∥∥�R [c](h (j + 1)) − �R [c](hj)
∥∥

∥∥�R [c](h (j + 1)) − �R [c](hj)
∥∥ . (14)

�ljc is the length between the j-th point and (j + 1)-th point along the central axis of the optical fiber
sensor.�ljm is the length between the j-th point and (j + 1)-th point along the m-th outer fiber core. h
is the length of the micro-segment between the j-th and (j + 1)-th points.�ljc equals to h numerically.
m is the number of the outer fiber cores. If there are three outer fiber cores, m = 1, 2, 3.

Step 4. Sampling strain along the fiber: We use step 3 to generate the strain of M points along
the fiber with a uniform interval (in our simulation, M is 10000.). We can get εmj (m = 1, 2, 3; j =
1, 2, 3 . . .N ) by sampling the above data (obviously N < M). N is the total number of sampling
points along the fiber for the experiment. A typical interval is one centimeter which can be achieved
using commercial OFDR sensing system. Then εmj are input to the reconstruction algorithm, i.e.,
Frenet Frame and Parallel Frame which will be demonstrated in the next part.
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Fig. 5. (a) The configuration and shape to be simulated. Red curve is the center core of the shape
sensor. Core 3 is behind the paper and not plotted. (b) The simulated strain in the three outer cores by
the RMF method (tensile stress is negative and compressive stress is positive).

To verify the correctness of the above procedure, we simulated the shape sensor of a dual-
semicircle as shown in Fig. 5(a). The center line in each part is a semicircle with a diameter of
200 mm. The distance between the outer optical fiber and the center line is 0.5 mm, we simulated
the strain of the outer fiber cores using the method mentioned above. Note the core 1 is not located
on the maximum deformation surface, it has an angle of π/4 with the paper outward direction (so it
has a distance of 0.5 cos (π/4) mm from neutral axis). Other cores each has an included angle of
2π/3 with core 1.

The theoretical strain in each semicircle is calculated by the definition of the strain (the relative
change of the length)

ε1,2,3 = �l
l

= πR 1,2,3 − πR 0

πR 0
(15)

From Equation (15) and Fig. 5(a), we can ensure that the strains before and after the border have
equal value but opposite sign in each fiber core.

From Fig. 5(b), we can find the simulated strain is constant in each semicircle and has a sudden
change in the border of two semicircles. These are coincident with theoretical value. The error is
less than 0.0001% compared with the results calculated by the theory of mechanics of materials.

As for the other typical curves, since each local segment can be treated as a semicircle, we think
it has the same condition and results with the semicircle we showed above. Even though, we have
used the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software to simulate the typical shapes and found the error
is also negligible in each condition. So we believe that the RMF method is feasible.

4.2 Validation of the Reconstruction Method

4.2.1 Curvature-Changing Cylindrical Spiral: This part aims to compare the reconstruction ac-
curacy of the two reconstruction algorithms when there are no local line or singularities. The curve
to be reconstructed in this part is a curvature-changing cylindrical spiral and the bending radius
increases linearly with the length of the fiber. The parameter equation of the curve is

⎧
⎨
⎩

X = 100u × sin (u)
Y = 100u × cos (u)
Z = 100u

(0 ≤ u ≤ π). (16)

Three outer fiber cores are symmetrically distributed outside the center line and the distance
between the center line to each outer core is set to 0.5 mm. 20 strain points are sampled with
an equal interval along three outer 700 mm-long fiber cores and each triplet strain is in the same
cross section. The curve is reconstructed using Frenet Frame and Parallel Frame respectively. 50
points are chosen along the fiber to calculate the error. The errors are shown in the Fig. 6. These
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Fig. 6. The error of the reconstructed curvature-changing cylindrical spiral.

Fig. 7. The shape of the curve to be reconstructed, a 700 mm-long curve combined by a segment of
line donated as l1 and a segment of sinusoidal curve donated as l2.

Fig. 8. The error of reconstruction of a curve with a local line segment when using the Parallel Frame.
Error components in axis x and y of each position are plotted respectively.

two errors are both negligible which are below 0.015% of the total length. This indicates that the
two kinds of reconstruction methods can reconstruct the space curve effectively when there are no
local line or singularities in the curve.

4.2.2 Local Line Segment: This part investigates the reconstruction effect when the curve exists
local line segment. The shape to be reconstructed is shown in Fig. 7. A 700 mm-long curve is
combined with a segment of line donated as l1 and a segment of sinusoidal curve donated as l2.
The parameter equation of the curve is

l1 :

⎧
⎨
⎩

X = 100u
Y = 100u
Z = 0

(0 ≤ u < 0.71), l2 :

⎧
⎨
⎩

X = 100u
Y = 100 sin (u − 0.71) + 71
Z = 0

(0.71 ≤ u ≤ 6.8). (17)

There exist
−→
p ′′(s) = 0 in the segment of l1. Fiber shape can not be solved by using Frenet frame

in the segment l1. So only Parallel Frame is used here.
The error is shown in Fig. 8. Parallel Frame has successfully reconstructed the curve with a

segment of the line which failed in the reconstruction by Frenet Frame. The error in both directions
is below 1% of the total length.
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Fig. 9. The error of 2-D multi-period sinusoidal curve using Parallel Frame and Frenet Frame. The
percent error of the end point are shown in the bottom right corner.

Fig. 10. The character vector of each Frame between 100 mm to 200 mm. (a) Vector
−→
N 1 in the curve

using Parallel Frame. (b) Vector
−→
N in the curve using Frenet Frame.

4.2.3 2-D Multi-period Sinusoidal Curve: To demonstrate the situation when reconstructing the
curve with singularities, a 2-D multi-period sinusoidal curve will be reconstructed in this part. This
kind of curve represents the situation that the bending direction changes in the practical situation.
The parameter equation is

⎧
⎨
⎩

x = 25u
y = 25 cos (u)
z = 0

(0 ≤ u ≤ 6π). (18)

The total length of the fiber is 573.03 mm and it is composed of 3 sinusoidal curve periods. 30,
40, 50 strain points are sampled. The error is shown in Fig. 9.

It can be seen from Fig. 9, with the increase of the strain sample number, the error decreases.
When the sample strain is up to 50 points, the error is both below 1% of the total length for these
two methods. However, when the number of the strain points decreases, the error of the end point
of the fiber using Frenet Frame significantly increases compared to Parallel Frame. The error of
the distal end is 17.9% reconstructed by Frenet Frame, which is much higher than Parallel Frame
which is 3.56% when the number of sample strain is 30 points. This is because the parameters in
the Parallel Frame are continuous and have no sudden change when in reconstruction. As shown
in Fig. 10(a),

−→
N 1 is continuous in all curve. While in Frenet Frame, the normal vector

−→
N flips on

the singularity as shown in Fig. 10(b) and the bending direction angle has step change as shown
in the Fig. 11. This lead to the error when interpolation or fitting. What’s more, a plane curve with
non-vanishing curvature has zero torsion at all points. If the bending direction changes, the torsion
will not be zero, making the torsion function not smooth and bringing the error in the solving of
Equation (7).

The cubic spline interpolation, which has the advantages of good numerical stability and smooth
interpolation curve, is employed to interpolate the coefficient matrix in Equation (7) as [10]. As
shown in Fig. 11, the bending direction angle are interpolated using cubic spine in the calculation
process of Frenet Frame. When the number of the sampled strain points is less, the fitting accuracy
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Fig. 11. Bending direction angle and its fitting curve.

at the singularities is worse. So Frenet Frame is more susceptible to the number of sampled strain
points. When the number of strain points are less, the reconstruction result by Frenet Frame will
have more error.

The reconstruction error comes from mainly four aspects. The first is the error accumulation effect.
When in reconstruction, the accuracy of the next point is based on the accuracy of the position of
the last point. The second error is from the numerical methods used to solve the ordinary differential
equations which was mentioned as well in the reference [19]. The traditional numerical methods
such as the Euler method and the 4th order Runge-Kutta tend to be inconsistent to the geometrical
characteristics of the three-dimensional space curve, and they also contain a lot of truncation errors
from the neglected higher order terms [19]. Hence, space curve reconstruction leads to a very
large error with a tremendous loss of orthonomality in the frame. The third is the angle amplification
error. If the front shape has a deviation from the correct angle, the curve will point to a wrong
direction and have an increasing error with the increasing of the fiber length. The fourth is the
number of sampling strain along the fiber. The number of sample points of strain influence both
of the reconstruction methods. Duncan et al. [20] has demonstrated the relationship between the
reconstruction accuracy and the number of strain points based on the Nyquist criteria theory. To a
curve rapid variation of curvature, more points of strain need to be sampled.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, the principle and the reconstruction method based on the Parallel Frame are demon-
strated in this paper. Parallel Frame has its advantages when a curve to be reconstructed has
singularities or line locally. In fact, this is a very common situation in the fiber shape sensing since
the fiber usually changes its bending direction in practice. RMF method has been developed and
applied to numerically simulate and obtain the ideal strain along each fiber with input shape. Parallel
Frame shows more accuracy when the number of sampled strain points is low compared with the
Frenet Frame. When the number of sample strain points is 30 along a 573.03 mm-long fiber with 3
sinusoidal curve periods, the error of the distal end is 17.9% for Frenet Frame, much higher than
that of Parallel Frame with 3.56%.

Considering the focus of this research is to verify a new reconstruction method, it is thought
that our simulation method in this paper is enough to verify our reconstruction method. In the
practical shape measurement, the distributed strain has non-negligible error because of the limited
accuracy of the interrogation system and the inaccuracy of geometric configuration of the shape
sensor. Therefore, the results of practical reconstruction will have more error than current simulation
results. The shape reconstruction experiment through the Parallel Frame will be implemented in
our future work.
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Appendix
Derivation of Equation (10)
According to the literature [21], when the Equation (A1) satisfied (i = 1, 2, . . . , M. M is an integer.
θ1 is a constant),

θi = θ1 + 2π
M

(i − 1) (A1)

the Equation (A2) holds.

M∑
i

cos 2θi = sin
(
M 2π

M

)
cos

(
2θ1 + (M − 1) 2π

M

)

sin 2π
M

= 0

M∑
i

sin 2θi = sin
(
M 2π

M

)
sin

(
2θ1 + (M − 1) 2π

M

)

sin 2π
M

= 0 (A2)

So (A3) holds.

M∑
i=1

cos
(
θb − 2θ1 − 2 × 2π(i − 1)

M

)
=

M∑
i=1

cos
(

2 ×
(
θ1 − θb/2 + 2π(i − 1)

M

))

= sin
(
M 2π

M

)
cos

(
2(θ1 − θb/2) + (M − 1) 2π

M

)

sin
( 2π

M

) = 0 (A3)

So (A4) holds.

M∑
i=1

(cos (θb − 2θi ) = 0 (A4)

Then,
M∑

i=1

(cos (θb − θi ) cos θi + sin (θb − θi ) sin θi ) = 0. (A5)

Then,
M∑

i=1

cos (θb − θi ) cos θi +
M∑

i=1

sin (θb − θi ) sin θi = 0

M∑
i=1

cos (θb − θi ) cos θi +
M∑

i=1

sin (θb − θi ) sin θi

2
M∑

i=1

cos (θb − θi ) cos θi =
M∑

i=1

cos (θb − θi ) cos θi −
M∑

i=1

sin (θb − θi ) sin θi

2
M∑

i=1

cos (θb − θi ) cos θi =
M∑

i=1

(cos (θb − θi ) cos θi − sin (θb − θi ) sin θi )

2
M∑

i=1

cos (θb − θi ) cos θi =
M∑

i=1

cos (θb − θi + θi )

2
M∑

i=1

cos (θb − θi ) cos θi = M cos θb. (A6)
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Then,

2
M

M∑
i=1

cos (θb − θi ) cos θi = cos θb. (A7)

Substitute Equation (9) into (A7)

κ cos θb = − 2
M

M∑
i=1

εi

r i
cos θi (A8)

Similarly, we can get

κ sin θb = − 2
M

M∑
i=1

εi

r i
sin θi . (A9)

As for a symmetrically arranged tri-core fiber, M = 3 and the Equation (10) holds.
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